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Dear Environmental Health Editorial Team:
We have revised the manuscript so it now conforms to the journal style requirements. On the title page we remove the phrase “Author Affiliations” and the information below the Corresponding author phrase. A symbol has been placed next to the Corresponding author phrase and the symbol placed after the superscript numbers of the corresponding author. The email addresses are now listed in sentence format separating the terms with a semi-colon. The references have been entered in the manuscript as [1], not as e.g. (Smith, John). We removed the pagination, italics and indications where the figures and tables should be inserted from the manuscript. The abbreviations are listed in sentence format separating the terms with semi-colons and the section moved above the Competing Interests section. The references section now lists all with full page citings e.g. 823-832.

Thank you very much for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Emch
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill